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Abstract 
Objectives: To design a novel artificial intelligence-based software platform that allows users to analyze text data by identifying various coher-
ent topics and parts of the data related to a specific research theme-of-interest (TOI).
Materials and Methods: Our platform uses state-of-the-art unsupervised natural language processing methods, building on top of a large 
language model, to analyze social media text data. At the center of the platform’s functionality is BERTopic, which clusters social media posts, 
forming collections of words representing distinct topics. A key feature of our platform is its ability to identify whole sentences corresponding 
to topic words, vastly improving the platform’s ability to perform downstream similarity operations with respect to a user-defined TOI.
Results: Two case studies on mental health among university students are performed to demonstrate the utility of the platform, focusing on 
signals within social media (Reddit) data related to depression and their connection to various emergent themes within the data.
Discussion and Conclusion: Our platform provides researchers with a readily available and inexpensive tool to parse large quantities of 
unstructured, noisy data into coherent themes, as well as identifying portions of the data related to the research TOI. While the development 
process for the platform was focused on mental health themes, we believe it to be generalizable to other domains of research as well.

Lay Summary 
We present a novel artificial intelligence-platform that allows researchers to study large, unstructured and incoherent bodies of text using state- 
of-the-art natural language processing (NLP) tools. Our platform uses unsupervised NLP methods to structure the text as well as modern large- 
language models to understand whole sentences as opposed to individual words. With this platform, researchers can investigate a chosen 
theme-of-interest (TOI), identifying portions of the text related to their specific theme as well as other topics and themes that are correlated 
with their TOI. Mental health in the student population is a common research interest and we demonstrate the functionality of our platform 
through 2 case studies, in which we identify themes related to depression within text from student social media Reddit data. We also report on 
secondary topics of discussion correlated with the TOI, which offer insights into the context behind the detected depression-related themes.
Key words: natural language processing; artificial intelligence; mental health; topic modeling; social media. 

Introduction 
In an increasingly digitized world, online social media sites have 
become spaces where many people choose to share ideas, voice 
concerns, and express their emotions. This provides a valuable 
source of textual data that can be studied for the purposes of 
healthcare research1 and of better understanding the mental 
health needs within certain populations.2–5 Identifying predomi-
nant themes within shared online content is, therefore, increas-
ingly important. In particular, universities may benefit from 
greater awareness around emergent mental health topics within 
the social media space, as young adults enrolled in university 
may be especially at-risk. Young adults have a high prevalence 

of mental health and substance use disorders6,7 and a low pro-
pensity for seeking traditional mental health resources,8,9 opting 
often for social media sites as a source of peer-to-peer support. 
As such, timely review of social media data is crucial, yet man-
ual methods of coding are not feasible, given the sheer magni-
tude of data and the staggering amount of time that would be 
required for human review. Methods that provide a faster and 
more easily adaptable mechanism for exploring relevant 
research topics within social media sites—and other large text 
data—are therefore needed.

We have developed a software platform that utilizes state- 
of-the-art unsupervised natural language processing (NLP) 
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methods as well as large-language models (LLMs) to investi-
gate research topics/themes of interest.1 Research has shown 
that identifying mental health-related signals on social media 
using machine learning10–12 and NLP13,14 is possible. More 
recently, deep learning methods have been used to great 
effect15–18; however, these studies have mostly been restricted 
to supervised learning tasks involving prediction and classifi-
cation. On the other hand, the unsupervised domain of NLP 
offers the opportunity to study large volumes of unstructured 
and unlabeled text data by identifying patterns and struc-
tures, though this form of analysis has seen far less attention 
within the field of mental health informatics. Our platform 
incorporates these methods and thus has the ability to ana-
lyze large quantities of text data and to identify signals 
related to a specific theme-of-interest (TOI) by comparing the 
primary input text data to a secondary source of domain- 
specific text data. This approach provides the researcher with 
greater flexibility, as the TOI is chosen by the researcher and 
can be formed from any collection of documents that they 
deem appropriate to describe their TOI.

As a primary input data source into the platform, social 
media data captures a wealth of information but can be 
extremely noisy, and extracting coherent signals from the 
data is challenging. Our approach is to cluster the data into 
various coherent themes (eg, topics of discussion). Specifi-
cally, we use a popular unsupervised text processing method 
known as topic modeling (TM), which uses statistical algo-
rithms to uncover latent semantic structure in the form of 
topics—distributions of correlated words that capture the 
salient themes in the data.19–22

Some recent studies have applied TM to social media data 
within the context of mental health, providing researchers 
with a valuable tool for understanding the experiences of 
those living with certain conditions as well as helping 
researchers in developing mental health interventions.23

Others have studied online discourse using TM to better 
understand psychosocial stressors during the coronavirus dis-
ease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.24 However, these studies 
have mostly been restricted to either certain mental health 
conditions or specific public health events and utilized TM 
methods such as Latent Dirichlet allocation, which are out-
performed in the modern era of LLMs. A recent study imple-
mented LLM-based methods to successfully detect 
depression-related signals in social media data, then used TM 
to validate the model performance,25 highlighting the promis-
ing applications of these methods.

Our platform incorporates recent advances in powerful 
pre-trained LLMs based on the transformer architecture of 
neural networks.26 These methods have been extended to the 
sentence-level where the corresponding embeddings are able 
to capture the semantic meaning of large sentence struc-
tures.27 We leverage these models to find signals within the 
data pertaining to our TOI. This is done by embedding both 
the primary input text data—and the secondary input data 
describing our TOI—in a high-dimensional vector space28,29

and then comparing them mathematically.
The LLM-based embedding of both the primary and secon-

dary text data sources is a key step. The vector space, to 
which the input text is projected onto, contains a rich degree 
of semantic context for each of the embeddings provided by 
the highly complex LLM models which are trained on vast 
corpuses of text data. Furthermore, through our word-to- 
sentence mapping functionality, our platform makes a key 

innovative step and creates embeddings of whole sentences 
from both the primary and secondary data sources. This pro-
duces embedding vectors with much more informational con-
tent, with regards to natural-language understanding, since a 
sentence conveys far greater meaning than its unstructured 
collection of constituent words.30,31,27

Another key functionality of our platform is its ability to 
structure and organize the data, at several stages of the analy-
sis, such that TOIs can be related to various other concepts 
and themes within the data, offering potential insight into 
which topics are highly correlated with the TOI. In conjunc-
tion with our word-to-sentence mapping functionality, these 
related topics can be understood at the sentence-level, provid-
ing far more context behind the discussion themes and their 
potential relationship to the TOI.

Motivated to better understand the mental health needs of 
Canadian university students, we include 2 case studies to 
demonstrate how the platform can be used. Specifically, we 
analyze dynamic trends across time as well as location-based 
comparisons of social media site data with depression as our 
TOI. In doing so, we can identify clear mental health-related 
signals and their potential relationship to various other 
themes emergent in the data. While our case studies and 
selected TOI relate to mental health, these examples are 
chosen to demonstrate the application of the platform, but 
the platform is not limited to this research domain.

The article is structured as follows: we begin by introduc-
ing the platform, outlining the various stages of analysis and 
their functionality. We then apply the platform to 2 mental 
health case studies with social media site data and discuss the 
corresponding results. Finally, we briefly discuss other areas 
of potential application for the platform.

Methods
We present a platform, written in the Python programming 
language, which accepts various text-based data inputs and 
analyzes them using a combination of pre-trained and unsu-
pervised NLP models. In Figure 1, we outline the data proc-
essing and analysis workflow of our platform in stages 1-4.

Data sources
The platform accepts 2 input sources (both indicated in yel-
low): the primary input text data intended to be analyzed and 
a secondary source of input text data to which the primary 
data is compared. It is the secondary input data source that. 
The primary input data can be large and potentially very 
“noisy” due to numerous topics of discussion with varying 
degrees of prominence. The secondary input data source 
forms the basis for a TOI and, for example, may contain 
chapters from canonical textbooks from the field of study or 
news articles covering aspects of the theme.

The primary input text data sources for our case studies 
are social media sites (ie, Reddit) specific to 2 universities: 
referred to as University A and University B, located in west-
ern and eastern Canada, respectively. The data were 
extracted for the period of interest (February 09, 2020 to 
August 15, 2022) using the Pushshift and Praw APIs. Specifi-
cally, the corpus was formed from the text bodies of all social 
media posts including comments, replies, and excluding titles 
or any metadata.

For our secondary input data source, we sought reference 
publications containing a rigorous description of the 
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depressive syndrome that also avoided excessively technical 
language, reflecting a layperson’s description more closely. 
After careful consideration, we chose a guide by the Centre 
for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH), a leading Cana-
dian knowledge translation center, intended for people living 
with depression, their families, and anyone wanting to under-
stand the basics of this illness and its treatment and manage-
ment. Specifically, we used the chapter “Understanding 
Depression” from “Depression: An informative guide.”32

Optional pre-filtering step: An optional pre-filtering step is 
available at the beginning of stage 1 to generate a subset of 
the raw primary input data related to a given theme (not to 
be confused with the TOI, which can be a completely distinct 
theme). The corpus is filtered by a cosine-similarity threshold 
between embeddings formed from a user-generated list of 
words pertaining to the pre-filtering theme, and embeddings 
of words spanning the entire corpus. The word embeddings 
for this optional stage are produced using the GloVe pre- 
trained model33 due to its scalability given the potential large 
size of the primary input data, and the large computational 
resources required to embed the entire dataset. As an example 
of this functionality, we apply pre-filtering in case study II of 
the Results section. Our pre-filtering theme pertains to 
“housing,” with a corresponding list of words chosen related 
to housing, and the TOI remains the “depression” theme.

Stage 1: The first stage is designed to structure the primary 
input text data by performing TM, thereby clustering the 
data into various coherent topics of discussion. For this, we 
use BERTopic, a TM technique based on the BERT LLM,34

that leverages transformer neural networks at the sentence 
embedding level. The corresponding clusters found by the 
model are highly coherent collections of words, forming the 
basis for each topic. Table S1 shows an example of 9 topics 
identified by BERTopic on University A 2020 Reddit data, 
which is discussed later. Each topic is characterized by 10 
topic words. In general, a word may be one of the topic 
descriptions for multiple topics.

Stage 2: Although BERTopic outputs topic descriptors as 
bags of words, this method is well-known to lack con-
text,28,35 and we seek to incorporate more contextual infor-
mation with sentences. In order to utilize sentence-level 
embeddings for the subsequent stages of the analysis, we find 
all “containment sentences” for each topic word. A contain-
ment sentence is defined as any sentence—drawn from the 
subset of documents for each topic—that contains a given 
topic word. This produces a one-to-many mapping of words 
to sentences for each topic.

Next, we use pre-trained LLMs to embed the text-based 
sentences. For this, we use SBERT: a BERT-based trans-
former that produces semantically meaningful sentence 
embeddings using siamese and triplet network structures.27

The topics are output in ascending order according to their 
prevalence. Figure 2 provides a plot of the topic size—the 
number of paragraphs assigned to each topic—for each topic 
number. As each individual paragraph can only be assigned 
to one topic, this provides an indication as to how prevalent 
each topic is within the corpus. As shown in Figure 2, the first 
topic (Topic 1) is an order of magnitude bigger than all other 
topics and is very general in content. The first topic often 
lacks specificity and is not relevant to the TOI; the next stage 
of the analysis is designed to identify relevant topics and 
sentences.

Stage 3: The next stage is split into 2 parallel stages to ana-
lyze the “containment sentences” produced by stage 2. Stage 
3a accepts as inputs both the containment sentences as well 
as the secondary input data source and begins the process of 
identifying a TOI—depression, in our cases—within the pri-
mary data source.

The sentences within the secondary input source document 
are parsed by period delimiters and fed into the SBERT trans-
former to produce embeddings. We apply the LexRank sum-
marization algorithm36 to the document in order to create a 
single embedding vector representation of the document to be 
compared to the embedded containment sentences. Using an 
eigenvector centrality method, LexRank identifies the 

Figure 1. Visual schematic of platform including text processing and analysis stages.
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sentences within the document that best summarize the docu-
ment as a whole. The centroid of the corresponding sentence 
embeddings forms the vector to which containment sentences 
are compared. We refer to this vector as the depression (DEP) 
anchor.

With both the primary and secondary data sources cast in 
the same embedded space, we are able to compare them geo-
metrically. For this, we use the cosine similarity measure 
given by 

cos u; vð Þ ¼
u � v
jjujjjjvjj

;

where u and v are 2 vectors in the embedded space to be com-
pared. The cosine similarity score is bounded between 0 and 
1, with lower values indicating low similarity and higher val-
ues, closer to 1, indicating high similarity between vectors. 
This allows us to identify sentences from the primary data 
source that are closest, or most similar, to the DEP-anchor. 
We define these as “flagged sentences.”

For our anchor vdep, example flagged sentences from the 
University A Reddit data are shown in Table 1. Flagged sen-
tences uflag are defined as sentences with cosðuflag; vdepÞ > kc, 
where kc is a hyperparameter representing some arbitrary cut-
off value chosen by the user. Flagged sentences, with cosine 
similarity to the anchor greater than kc, are sorted in descend-
ing order of similarity. Therefore, in our case, the highest 
scoring sentences have the strongest semantic overlap with 
concepts surrounding depression.

In Table 1, we see a strong relationship between the 
flagged sentences and mental health-related concepts, such as 
those being queried. This can be attributed to the quality of 
the secondary input source document and highlights the 
importance of carefully choosing such inputs. In our case, the 
platform is successfully identifying sentences with strong rela-
tionships to depression concepts due to the high specificity 
and relevance of the secondary input source. The correspond-
ing cosine similarity scores between each sentence and the 
mental health anchor are also presented and indicate that, for 

this particular measure, scores approaching 
cosðuflag; vdepÞ � 0:5 have a strong correspondence to depres-
sion. For our purposes, we found a cutoff kc ¼ 0:2 approxi-
mately delineated relevant sentences. The cutoff is freely 
chosen by the user, and this particular value was chosen to 
illustrate the process for these case studies. Notice that only 
the first 2 flagged sentences explicitly contain the words 
“mental health.” The other sentences are nuanced and 
implicit with respect to mental health. This is the benefit of 
using a large language model to capture as much contextual 
information as possible.

In parallel to stage 3a flagged sentences operation, stage 3b 
runs to capture the semantic context of each topic at the sen-
tence level. This is done by identifying “representative 
sentences,” which are a subset of the containment sentences 
that best represent a given topic. Representative sentences are 
calculated as the medoid sentences of a topic, where the nth- 
medoid is defined as the sentence with vector nth-closest to 
the centroid of the topic. The top-N representative sentences 
are therefore the N-medoids ranked in descending order of 
proximity to the centroid. The representative sentences aver-
age over the semantic meaning of each embedding dimension, 
intended to capture the overall best representation of the 
semantic concepts within a given topic. As an example,  
Table 2 shows representative sentences for the “COVID” 
topic in 2020 and the “COVID” topic in 2022, which are 
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Figure 2. Topic prevalence for University A Reddit data using BERTopic. Topic size corresponds to the number of individual paragraphs assigned to a 
topic.

Table 1. Example flagged sentences

Flagged sentences (uflag) cosðuflag; vdepÞ

“. . .recently my mental well being has hit an all time 
low”

0.57

“my circumstances are frustrating. . .I cant talk to 
my family and friends about my mental 
health. . .”

0.51

“. . .i just start to feel down and event start to feel 
uncomfortable physically”

0.40

Subset of flagged sentences for selected topics. Sentences have been lightly 
redacted to maintain anonymity.
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case study I topics A2 and B7 respectively from the full list of 
topics in Table S1. While the differences between the 2 ver-
sions will be discussed later, it suffices to see that representa-
tive sentences are more informative than just the topic words.

In order to avoid all representative sentences clustering 
around one centroid, we diversify the sentences to capture 
more themes within a topic. We refer to this as the diversity 
heuristic, which first calculates and collects the medoid sen-
tence of all sentences, then removes a certain user-defined 
percentage of remaining sentences closest to this medoid. The 
algorithm then iteratively recalculates a new medoid from the 
remaining sentences and removes its closest sentences until 
the number of sentences collected reaches a user-defined 
number. Additionally, we provide 2 options to select repre-
sentative sentences: “local” and “global.” Local representa-
tive sentences are medoids of all sentences containing a topic 
word. Global representative sentences are medoids of all sen-
tences within a topic. Each topic word has its own represen-
tative sentences while all topic words within a topic share the 
same global representative sentences.

Stage 4: The final stage leverages an optional second round 
of TM, this time focused on the original paragraphs in the 

corpus from which the flagged sentences originated. The pur-
pose is to allow the researcher to potentially find additional 
themes that may be correlated with the flagged sentences, 
thereby providing additional context. The words produced 
by BERTopic are again mapped to sentences from within the 
input paragraphs in much the same way as is done in stage 2. 
It is important to note that the current algorithm makes no 
attempt to establish a concrete causal relationship between 
these secondary topics and flagged sentences but simply iden-
tifies further emergent themes in the flagged sentences, which 
may be of interest to the researcher. Furthermore, the 
researcher should be aware that this functionality will depend 
on the hyperparameters chosen in previous stages of the plat-
form, particularly the flagged sentences cutoff parameter in 
stage 3a and the pre-filtering option, because BERTopic’s 
clustering algorithms require a certain amount of data to 
reach convergence. Therefore, if the number of flagged sen-
tences for a given topic is too low, the second round of TM 
may not be available.

Results
We now present 2 case studies wherein we compare results 
across 2 time periods as well as 2 locations (University A and 
B). In these 2 cases, we demonstrate the platform’s ability to 
differentiate correlated themes across time and geographical 
locations.

Case study I
We begin by comparing University A Reddit data across 2 6- 
month intervals between the first half of 2020 and the latter 
half of 2022. This roughly corresponded to the beginning of 
the COVID-19 pandemic and 2 years after that. A full list of 
topics from this case study appears in Section SA where vari-
ous coherent topics of discussion are evident. For our exam-
ple, we focus on a COVID-related topic, which appears 
highly ranked in 2020 (Topic 2) and has a lower ranking in 
2022 (Topic 7). The COVID-related topic was a more promi-
nent topic of discussion in 2020 as opposed to 2022, as indi-
cated by its higher ranking in topic ordering for that period.

To better understand the themes behind each topic, we uti-
lize the portion of the platform that accesses the representa-
tive sentences from each topic. In Table 2, we present a 
subset of the representative sentences for both topics, which 
reveal the broader themes surrounding the COVID-19 topic 
each year. In 2020, there is evidently a heightened concern 
around individual safety, whereas in 2022, the focus has 
shifted to mask compliance.

We also identify flagged sentences for each topic—ranked 
by their proximity to the depression anchor vdep. In Table 2, 
we present a subset of the flagged sentences for each topic. In 
2020, the flagged sentences appear to present themes of anxi-
ety and concern about personal health and well-being, includ-
ing that of relatives. However, in 2022, the themes have 
shifted toward frustration around the use of masks, which is 
in accordance with the representative sentences.

As an illustration of stage 4, Table 2 provides results from 
a second round of TM on University A data with a word- 
sentence mapping. BERTopic requires a substantial amount 
of input data in order to perform its clustering algorithm suc-
cessfully. Therefore, the second round of TM in Stage 4 will 
only yield results for topics that produce enough flagged sen-
tences. As such, we have extended the study period 

Table 2. Case study I comparing University A across 2 time periods

Representative sentences for University A related to COVID
January-June 2020 “i most certainly believe that there has been 

many coronavirus cases. . .but this is the first 
official one i heard”
“if there is a confirmed case of covid 19 in 
the. . .community, what is the. . .protocol for 
sharing this information?”

July-December 2022 “none of us are happy about wearing masks 
but we do it to protect others”
“leave people alone about masks and let s 
not go back to endorsing putting in crazy 
restrictions that do more harm than good”

Flagged sentences for University A related to COVID
January-June 2020 “i know we re not supposed to panic and we 

have to stay at home and all will be well, but 
i can t shake the feeling of being incredibly 
worried for my parents and grandparents 
health”
“just because they claim ed that no one at 
university is reported to have it doesnt mean 
that people dont have it, why would we wait 
for people to start showing symptoms?”

July-December 2022 “. . .a veritable champion of alienation and 
fragmentation, feels obliged to keep us 
masked up without the slightest recognition 
of the psycho social ramifications”
“do you feel exhausted from the mask 
mandate?”

Second round TM (with word-sentence mapping) 2020-2022
Topic 1.1 “all these people talking about loneliness, 

anxiety, and difficulty making friends are 
reminding me of my first year”
“this class in particular has caused me so 
much stress that i can barely function some 
days, i panic when i just think about it”

Topic 3.1 “any free counseling or psychiatrists 
for. . .students or. . .people to talk to?”
“where can i start to look for counselling 
therapy for mental health issues that s 
covered with our health insurance?”
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accordingly across the full time period (2020-2022). Given 
that the input paragraphs in this case were the flagged senten-
ces for our depression anchor, we expect depression themes 
to be present in the second-round TM. This is indeed the 
case, as can be seen in Table 2. However, it is also evident 
that secondary themes emerge from the analysis, such as lack 
of social interaction and stress due to studying (Topic 1.1). 
Topic 3.1 appears to focus more on acquiring counseling 
services, which one might expect to be correlated with a dis-
cussion around depression.

Case study II
In this example, we compare Reddit discussion forum data 
across 2020-2022 from University A to University B. Here, 
we also utilize the optional pre-filtering step to filter the data 
according to a “housing” related theme. We pre-filter posts 
with a list of user-selected housing-related words, including: 
Rental, Lease, Tenant, Landlord, Rent, Inspection, Eviction, 
Move-in, Move-out, Sublet, Occupancy, Apartment, Condo, 
House, Bedroom, Residence, Roommate, etc.

Figure 3 presents a bipartite graph output of the TM stage 
(see Supplementary Material for a full list of corresponding 
topics). On the left side, each node corresponds to a topic 
from University A data in ascending order of abundance. 
Similarly, University B topics are shown on the right side. 
Lines connecting topics indicate a cosine-similarity between 
topic centroid vectors above a variable user-input threshold. 
In Figure 3, 4 topics are linked using a threshold set at 
kc ¼ 0:75. We will focus on the example of connected topics 
A4 and B5, which relate to meal-plan arrangements as they 
pertain to student housing. This can be seen more clearly by 
inspecting the representative sentences for these topics in  
Table 3. The similarity of those sentences justifies a line in 

the bipartite graph linking the 2 topics across universities. As 
expected, if a lower threshold is used, more lines connect the 
nodes from the 2 universities. For very low thresholds, 
unconnected nodes correspond to topics unique or specific to 
that university.

Next, we inspect flagged sentences for the housing filtered 
data with a cosine-similarity threshold set to kc ¼ 0:2. In  
Table 3, we present the top-2 flagged sentences for topics A4 
and B5. The flagged sentences express concepts not only 
related to depression but also simultaneously related to the 
pre-filtering “housing” theme.

It is important to note: certain topics, despite having high 
prevalence in the data, might not yield any flagged sentences 
despite a sufficient cutoff value. For example, in the 
“housing” pre-filtered data of Figure 3, topics A3 and B8 
describe students’ concerns regarding internet access while in 
on-campus residence but do not yield any flagged sentences. 
This is most likely due to the pragmatic nature of the topic 
and, therefore, does not coincide with discussions around 
depression. Similarly, topics A4 and B5 did not produce 
enough flagged sentences for a second round of TM.

Discussion
The rapid and continued increase of social media use and of 
mental health-related concerns signals an important opportu-
nity for exploration. A well-designed platform capable of 
facilitating an investigation of social media site data could 
offer valuable insights for healthcare research and beyond. 
We have demonstrated the functional strengths and potential 
data insights offered by our platform, illustrated through 
2 case studies pertaining to mental health-related signals in 
social media data.

A1

A2

A3

A5

A4

A6

A7

A8

A9

B1

B2

B3

B5

B4

B6

B7

B9

B8

meal, food, plan, dollar, ear, 
reside, money, dine, hall, !ex

Figure 3. Bipartite-graph representation of topic modeling output comparing 2 input primary data sources: University A (yellow) and B (purple). Topics are 
listed in descending order of prevalence A1-A9, B1-B9. Connecting lines indicate a cosine similarity score between topics that exceed the user input 
cutoff value kc.
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The main utility of the platform lies in its ability to identify 
signals—pertaining to a specified TOI—within large volumes 
of highly noisy text data. For our purposes, “noisy” refers to 
a largely incoherent body of text containing many topics of 
discussion with varying degrees of prominence. The text data 
can also contain colloquial elements, incomplete sentences, 
grammatical errors, and non-English language-based sym-
bols, as is often the case with social media data. However, we 
recommend the user performs a certain degree of text pre- 
processing of the primary data source plus the secondary 
data source, as needed. For example, this might involve 
removing certain stopwords, emoticons, and URLs from the 
data. With reasonable preparation, our platform is able to 
perform multiple stages of analysis in the presence of noise 
and to extract coherent topics of discussion as well as identify 
signals in (parts of) the data pertaining to the TOI.

A key functionality and strength of our platform is its abil-
ity to identify whole sentences corresponding to topic-words, 
vastly improving the platform’s ability to perform down-
stream similarity operations given the increased semantic 
content of sentences. The platform then identifies representa-
tive sentences, and more importantly, users can flag sentences 
within topics that are “relevant” to a given TOI. Given that 
both representative sentences and flagged sentences derive 
from topics provided by BERTopic, the user is able to infer a 
degree of correlation between results. For example, students 
may describe their stress in multiple ways, and this can, to 
some degree, be inferred from the correlations between 
flagged sentences and other emergent themes in the data. 
Through word-to-sentence mapping in the case study exam-
ples, we gain significantly greater insight into the context 
around each topic as well as identifying clear signals in the 
data related to our TOI: depression. Additionally, in case 
study I, we show how a second round of TM performed on 
the flagged sentences can reveal TOI-related secondary 
themes in the data. Notably, in our use of the platform, we 
have discovered that a secondary data source providing a 
more informal and less clinical description of the TOI per-
forms better when studying social phenomena relating to 

personal experience. Similar considerations may be relevant 
for investigations outside mental health topics.

While the platform development was motivated by mental 
health research, we believe it to be potentially generalizable 
to other research domains, especially given the ability to han-
dle large, noisy datasets. The primary input data source is not 
limited to social media data and could be a myriad of data 
sources, such as other internet content or large-scale survey 
responses. In fact, both the primary input data source, as well 
as the secondary data source, can theoretically be derived 
from any domain, provided certain criteria are met; in which 
case, we believe the platform to be potentially useful in per-
forming similar data analysis to those we have presented in 
this paper. Examples of other research domains include soci-
ology, public opinion research, and journalism, where 
researchers may choose to explore public perception of spe-
cific concerns (eg, COVID-19 mandates, cost-of-living, hous-
ing affordability) among the general public or specific 
populations.

Conclusion
We have presented a platform for connecting social media 
data to a domain-specific research TOI using LLMs and 
unsupervised NLP methods. Our platform is able to take a 
large, unstructured dataset and identify coherent, structural 
themes within the data through TM and identify signals in 
the data related to the research TOI. This is enabled by the 
use of LLMs, which contain a rich contextual understanding 
of text, and is further augmented by our platforms ability to 
parse and analyze text at the sentence-level.

Finally, our platform provides some graphical outputs for 
the user, such as a bipartite graph feature that allows one to 
compare between 2 lists of topics, whether they were gener-
ated from data across different time periods, and/or data col-
lected from different locations. Even though we use mental 
health analysis throughout the paper as an application, we 
believe that this platform has broader applications.
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Table 3. Case study II comparing University A and B across 2 locations

Representative sentences for universities across full time-period  
2020-2022 (with housing filter)
University A 
Topic A4

“as students wishing to live in first year residence 
we are being forced to purchase a meal plan 
which is actually more expensive than simply 
using cash at the meal plan locations”
“while looking through the meal plans, i came 
across a residence overhead cost”

University B 
Topic B5

“so i m going into first year and i plan on living 
on residence, and wanted to know how meal 
plans work?”
“also is meal plan mandatory like other unis?”

Flagged sentences for universities across full time-period 2020-2022 
(with housing filter)
University A 
Topic A4

“i don t know if it s a byproduct of the first year 
residence food situation or school burnout or 
what but lately i haven t been feeling like eating 
much of anything even if i m hungry”

University B 
Topic B5

“the reason i ask is because i have struggled with 
an eating disorder for a while now and am con-
cerned that without being able to have food i am 
more comfortable with, i just won t eat at all”
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